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QUADRATIC REGRESSION M O D E L S 1 
LUBOMÍR K U B Á Č E K 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij ) 
ABSTRACT. A quadratic vector function is used as an approximation of the 
mean value of the observation vector in nonlinear regression models. In the qua­
dratic model, considered explicit formulae for estimators and their covariance 
matrices are given. 
Introduct ion 
Estimation procedures in nonlinear regression models, cf. [3], in compari­
son with procedures in linear models, see, e.g., [4], are relatively complicated. 
However, when the effects of nonlinearity are limited up to the second power of 
differences between the actual values of the parameters and a priori (by a statisti­
cian chosen) values, then the estimation procedure can be developed with similar 
features as the linear procedures have, e.g., nonrecursive calculation, the explicit 
formulae for the covariance matrix of the estimator, e t c 
The aim of the paper is to contribute to a development of such procedures. 
1. Notations and auxiliary statements 
Let Y ~ Nn(F/3+^Kf, .£), /3 G M.
k , i.e., the n-dimensional random vector 
Y is normally distributed with the mean value E(Y \ (3) = F/3 4- \K> and the 
covariance matrix Var(V | E) = S . Here the n x k matrix F with the rank 
T(F) = k is known, K = (/c1 , . . . , rcn)
7 (' denotes the transposition), Ki = jS'H^/3, 
i = 1, . . . , n , the k x k matrices H 1 ? . . . , Hn are symmetric and they are known, 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 62F10, 62J02. 
K e y w o r d s : nonlinear regression model, quadratic approximation, linear and quadratic 
estimation. 
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I l l 
M(A) C .M(W); then P ^ = A ( A ' W A ) A ' W (in this case, it is a projection 
matrix on yVt(A); ~~ denotes a generalized inverse, cf. [5]) and M^ = I — P A . 
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and the nxn matrix £ is positively definite (p.d.) and also known. The unknown 
vector (3 can attain any value from k-dimensional Euclidean space Rk . The aim 
is to estimate the value of (3 or a function of (3 on the basis of the vector V by 
a linear or by a quadratic statistic. 
In the following, JVt(A) denotes the column space of the matrix A, and 
vec( A) denotes the vector created by the columns of the matrix A. Let A be any 
n x s matrix and W an n x n positively semi-definite matrix with the propertv 
>W 
A 
;s  r li  i r , f. [ ])  IViA 
The symbol I denotes the identity matrix. 
If W = I, then P A = A(A'A) A' and M A = I - P A . If M(A) £ M(\N), 
then P™ = A(A'WA)+A'W ( + denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized in-
verse, cf. [5]) is correctly defined, idempotent, but it is a projection matrix on 
M[A(A'\NA)+] only and not on M(A). 
2. Linear and quadratic unbiased estimability 
LEMMA 2 .1 . In the considered model, the function h((3) = h'(3, (3 £ Rk , is an 
unbiasedly estimable by a linear statistic if and only if h G M(F'M&), where 
/ (vecCH,) ) ' -
H 
V(vec(HB))', 
P r o o f . The statistic L Y is unbiased estimator of the function h(-) if and 
only if there exists a vector L £ Rn such that 
V{/3 £ Rk} (E(L'Y | (3) = ) Z/F/3+ \LY\[32® = hf(3 
( й ' ) L = ( o ) ^ " ^ ( F ' M ń ) 
D 
COROLLARY 2.2. If M(F) C M(H), then no linear function of the parameter 
(3 can be linearly and unbiasedly estimated. 
P r o o f . 
M(F) C M(H) <=> M(Mӣ) - Ker(H') c Keг(F') 
ғ'мн = o. 
• 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If M(H) C M(F), then 
M(F'MH) C M(F') & M(F'MH) ^ M(F')' 
i.e., there exist linear unbiasedly estimable functions in the linearized model, i.e., 
Y ~ Nn(F/3, S ) , which are not linearly unbiasedly estimable in the quadratic 
model. 
P r o o f . 
M(H)cjV1(F) <=> M(Pfi) CM(PF). 
Let Q x , Q2 be matrices such that QiQ x = I, Q iQ 2 = O, Q 2 Q 2 = 1, P ^ = 
Q ^ i , a n d " P F = Q ^ + Q 2 Q 2 . Then M^ = I - Q L Qi , and there exists a 
Ro 
regular matrix I p 1 j such that F = (Q 1 ,Q, 
Thus 
M(F'M») =M[(R'1Q'1 + R2Q2)(I - Q-Q'-J] = M(R'2Q'2) = M(R'2 2) Î 
M(F') = M ( R l > R 2 Qi 
Q; 
M(R[,R2: 
As M(R'2) C M(R[, R2) & M(R'2) ^ M(R[, R'2), the proof is finished. • 
COROLLARY 2.4. In the model, the whole parameter (3 is linearly unbias-
edly estimable if and only if there exist matrices X and B such that F = 
(U1X + U 2 )B, where l)1 and U2 are matrices with orthonormal columns such 
that 
UІU2 o. H UXUІ and U^UІ + U з U І ^ I 
P r o o f . There exist matrices A and B such that F = UjA-h U2E&. Then 
M ( F ' M „ ) = M [(A'Ui + B ' U 2 ) U 2 U 2 ] = M(B'W2) = M(B'), 
and 
M(F') = M (A',B') ui u; 
If M(F') = M(F'M„), then M(A') C M(B') 
F = (U 1X + U 2 ) B . 
If F = (U 1X + U 2 ) B , then 
.M(A',B'). 
* 3{X A = XB} 
M(F') = Лf[B'(X'UІ + U2)] = м B'(X',I) u; 




R e m a r k 2.5. The statement given in Corollary 2.4 can be reformulated in the 
following way. 
M(F) n Ar(U_) = {O} <=> F = U_XB + U2B . 
P r o o f . Let M(F) n -M(U_) = {O}. Then there exist matrices A and B 
such that F = U_A + U 2 B . Further 
r ( u _ ) = r ( F , U 2 ) + r ( U l ) = r ( F , ) + r ( U l ) 
=--=> r(F'U2) = r(F) «=> r(U_F) = r(F), 
r(U;F) = r(B) = r(F) 
' ; => M(b')cM(B') = > A = XB . 
r(U_F) = r(A) < r ( F ) V y V ; 
Let F = U_XB + U 2 B . Let O / x G M(V) n -M(U_). Then there exists a 
vector u such that x = U_XBu -f U 2 Bu . As U 2 x = O = Bu, one has x = O, 
that is a contradiction. • 
THEOREM 2.6. //, for the function p((3) = p'(3, (3 <G Rk . ^ zs m/id p E 
yVl(F'Mu) , t/ien t/ie BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) of the function p(-) 
p ' [ F ' ( M ň £ M ň )
 + F] + F ' ( M ň £ M ň )
+ V 
p'{3 = 
and its dispersion is 
V a r ( p 7 3 | S ) = p ' [ F ' ( M f | S M „ )
+ F ] + p . 
P r o o f . A statistic L'Y is an unbiased estimator of the function p(-) if 
and only if F'L = p and H'L = O. The BLUE can be found by the Lagrange 
procedure. 
*(L) - - ' £L - 2A_(F/L - p) - 2A'2H'_., 
1 3 $ ( L ) | 
2 ӘL 
= SL* - FЛX - HЛ2 = O = Ф L* = S-^FЛ^ + E^HA^ 
L=Ľ 
( F / L * : = 0 F ' _ - 1 F Л 1 + F '_-
1 HЛ 2 = p 
( HL* = ) ñ S ^ F Л j + H S ^ H Л з = o 
A2J"VH'S-
1F, H S - ^ V V O 
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is one of the Lagrange vector multipliers X1, A2 (however the estimator is 
unique). The Moore-Penrose O-inverse of the p.s.d. matrix of the system gives 
^ = [ F ' ( M H S M H ) + F ] + P 
= C-1p + C-1F /£1HfH /(MFEMF)
+H]+H .S-1FC-1p, 
A2 = - (H
/E-1H)+H /E-1FfF'(M„EM r t )
+F]+p 
= - fH (M F EM F )
+ H] + HE 1 FC- 1 p , 
where C" 1 = ( F ' S ^ F ) " 1 . 
For (L*)'Y we thus obtain 
^ 3 = (L*)'Y = p / fF / (M„EMH)+F]+F / (M r tEM„)
 + V' 
= p / C 1 F / E - 1 M i M ^ M F ) + y . 
H 
Further 
V a r ( ^ | E ) = p /fF'(M„£M |_ |)
+F]+p, 
since ( M ^ E M H ) + E ( M P E M ^ ) + = ( M „ E M „ ) + . • 
LEMMA 2 .7 . A linear function h(/3) = h'(3, /3 £ M.k, is unbiasedly estimable 
by the quadratic statistic I + L'Y + Y'A Y if and only if 
( F~> ° \ 
|H ' , F'®F' / L 
O, F'<g>H' I [vec(A) 
\ O, H'®H'J 
P r o o f . 
V{/3 e Rk} 
E(l + L'Y+ Y'AY\/3) 
= I + L'F/3 + £'|H/32® + Tr(AE) + (F/3 + | H / 3 2 ® ) ' A (F(3 + |-H/32®) 
= / + Tr(AE) + L'F/3 + | A ' | H + (vec(A))'(F <g> F)J/32® 
+ (vec(A))'(F® H)/33® + |(vec(A))'(H ® H)/34® 
= p'/3 
= > > / = - Tr(AE) & Z.F = p' & | H'£ + (F' ® F') vec(A) = O 




COROLLARY 2.8. The function h(/3) = h'/3, (3 e Rk , is unbiasedly estimable 
by a quadratic statistic I + L'Y + V A V if and only if 
h e M{(F', O) Ker [±H', F'«> (F'Mfl)] } . 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2.6, the function h(-) is unbiasedly estimable by a qua­
dratic statistic 1 + L'Y + V'A Y if and only if 
/ = - T r ( A E ) & L'F-p' & ^ H ' L + (F' <g> F') vec(A) - O 
& (F' ® H') vec(A) = O & ( H ; <g> H') vec(A) = O . 
The last two conditions are satisfied by the matrix A of the form 
A = Z A - ( H ) H'Z A (F,H')(F,H')-. 
Thus the condition \H'L + (F'®F') vec(A) = O can be equivalently reformulated 
as ~\Y\'L = F ' M „ Z A F , since (F, H')(F, H ) F = F, and the matrix (H')~ can 
be chosen in such a form that I — (H')~H' = Mp . Thus 
i H , F ' ® ( F ' M „ ) ) ( v e c ( Z A ) J
 = (o 
/IЄ7И|(F',0)K€ |н', ғ'®(ғ'мń) 
D 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let H* = [ : J , i = 1,... ,k, where ei = (01 .0,--i-
1̂ , 0^, 1 ? . . . , 0 n ) ' . The function h(/3) = h'(3, (3 E lR^ , is unbiasedly estimable by 
a quadratic statistic I + L'Y + V A V if and only if 
heM(F'MR), R=(H;M r M f l , . . . ,H£M F , M J. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 3.2 in [l], for any matrices Bt s, C t u 
™=-fe) 
Regarding Corollary 2.8 let B = | H ' , C = F' ® ( F ' M „ ) ; thus 
B'Mc = l H ( l - P ^ F , M f t ) ) = i H ( l ® l - P F , ® P F , M J . 
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i ® i - p г ® P Г M H = мғ, ® p Г M н +1 ® м Г M н 
мc, = o M(F') = R
k = 
' M c = Í H ( l ® M r M H ) = | ( H Í M r M H , . . . , H * M r M H ) . 
M(B'MC)=M(HIMF,M^,...,HIMF,M(Í) =M(R) 
>í{(F',0)Ker[|-H', F'®(F'MH)] } = -M(F'MR) . 
D 
LEMMA 2.10. / / M(F) C M(H), then there does not exist a linear function 
of the parameter (3 which can be unbiasedly estimated by a quadratic statistic 
l + L'Y + Y'AY. 
P r o o f . 
.M(F)cM(H) «=>3{E: F = HE} 
=> ^f{(F',0)Ker[|H', F'®(F'MH)]} 
= M{(E'H', O) Ker [|H, E'H'®(E'H'MH)] } 
= A.{(E'H',0)Ker(|H',0)} = {0}. 
D 
LEMMA 2.11 . The BLUE of the mean value of the observation vector Y is 
-—•—- / (Mr.SMn)+ --,-1 (MLlEMr1)
 + \ 
E(Y\(3)=(P;
 H H) +P? M^ H H1 ̂ y 
K ( M F S M F ) + ^ D S - 1 M ( M F S M H ) + + Pғ M ft ) * • 
P r o o f . Let L0 e R
n be arbitrary, and f(/3) = L'0 F/3 + L'0 \ K , 0 G R
k . An 
unbiased linear estimator l!Y of the function /(•) must fulfil the conditions 
ĽF = Ľ0F & H'L = H'L 0 • 
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The vector L which minimizes the quantity L'YiL under these conditions can 
be obtained by the standard Lagrange procedure; the auxiliary function is 




implies the following solution for the Lagrange vector coefficients Ax and X0 : 
A, ғ s ^ғ, ғ ^ s - ^ н 4 ^ 
нs ^ғ, нs-^н й') Ł« 
Thus, we obtain the estimator of the function /(•) in the form 
, . F S - í F , F ^ H ^ / F ' 
L ° l ř , n j H E ^ F , H S ^ H J l H ' < s l y = LóprF.H)y 
Now it is sufficient to express the projection matrix P 5 ! - via the projection 





F S ^ F , F'S-'H 
( U , V ) - S ( F , H M H , s - l p H , S - ] R 
i.e., U = ( M H S M H )
 + F[F'(M H SM H )
 + F] + . 
THEOREM 2.12. Let a function p(/3) = p'(3, (3 G Rk , be unbiasedly estimable 
by a quadratic statistic — Tr(AH) + L'Y + Y'AY. i.e., 
p e yVl{(F/, O) Ker [ | H ' , F,®(F,M„)] } . 
Then, at the point /3-=0, X. the best unbiased estimator is 
p'ß F'(S + | S U Í S U ) "
1 F ] " " 1 F ' ( S + | S U , S U ) "
1 
Tr{[F ' (M H SM H )
 + F] + H 1 } - ( / 3 * ) ' H i r \ ] 
Y + 
Т Г { [ Г ' ( М Н Е М Н )
+ Г Г Н П } - О З * ) ' Н П / З * / ) 
> , 
where 
u'su = [ ғ ' ( м н s м н )
+ ғ ] + , 
{ S u s u ^ — T r ^ ď S U H ^ ď S U ) , i,j = 1, . . . к , 
ano 
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d* = [ F ' ( M ň S M ň )
 + F] + F ' ( M ň S M ň )
 + V 
P r o o f . Let HL= ^ LiHi. The matrix A satisfying the equality 
2 = 1 
£W,н) = (-£.• ° 
can be expressed as 
A = -±UHLli' + ZA - (UF' + VH)ZA(FU
/ + HV) . 
Now we shall proceed by the standard Lagrange method. The auxiliary function 
Ф(L,Zt 




- | u H L U ' + Z A - ( U F ' + VH')ZA(FU' + H V ) ] s } - 2 A ' ( F ' L - p ) : 
= 2SL-2FA + S U E U L 
Tr{[SZAS - S(UF' + VH)Z A (FU' + HVOSjUHjU'} 
,Tr{[SZAS - S(UF' + VH')ZA(FU' + HVjSJUH^U'} 
»<-•-->+ W " * ' " - ' 
әz. dZA 
= - 4SUHLU'S + 4(FU' + HV)SUHLU'S(UF' + VH') 
+ 8SZ A S - 8(HV + FU')SZAS(UF' + VH') 
- 8S(UF' + VH )ZA(FU' + HV)S 
+ 8(FU' + HV)S(UF' + VH')ZA(FU' + HV)S(UF' + VH'). 
d$(L, Z a ) From the equation -^-.—— = O, we obtain 
( S + | S U < E U ) L 
/TR{[SZ A S - S(UF' + VHOZ^FU' + HV)S]UH L U'} \ 
= F A + 
\Tr{[SZ A S - S(UF' + VH')ZA(FU' + HV)S]UH r íU'}/ 
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and, from the equation ^ — — — h --c Diagf ^ — — ) = O , we obtain 
дZ, дZ, 
A = E-ҶF.H) ( " , ) SAS(U,V) (-', ) S- 1 
= (U,V) 






A = - L U H , U ' 
A + | U H L U ' = Z A - (UF' + H')ZA(FU' + HV) = O, 
L = ( S + 1 - S I J ^ U ) "
1 F [ F ' ( S + 1 : S 1 J , E U )
_ 1 F 
Now it is easy to find 
/'»{[F'(MH--M f l )
 + F] + H 1 } \ 
-Tr(AS) = | ť 
and 
\ T r { [ F ' ( M ň S M ň )
+ F ] + H n } / 
(/3*)'Hlř9*\ 
Y A V 
2 
,(^)'н„/зV 
and to finish the proof. D 
Remark 2.13. From Corollary 2.8 and Theorem 2.11, it can be seen that we 
have a relatively simple quadratic estimator for unbiasedly estimable functions; 
however the class of such functions need not be sufficiently large. Therefore, in 
the next section, another approach to the estimation is chosen. 
3. Estimability of the second order 
DEFINITION 3.1. A statistic I + L'Y + Y'AY is a (2)-unbiased estimator of 
a function h((3) = h'(3, /3 G Rk , if 
Z = - T r ( A E ) , F'L = h and £ / ^ H + [vec(A)] ' (F ® F) = O , 
i.e., the bias caused by the third and fourth powers of the components of the 
parameter j3 is neglected. 
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LEMMA 3.2. In the model considered here, the whole vector parameter f3 is 
(2)-unbiasedly estimable. 
P r o o f . As r(F) = k, for any h e Rk there exists L £ Rn such that 
F' L = h. Now, it will be shown that for any L G Rn there exists a symmetric 
1 n n x n-matrix A such that — ^2{L}iHi = F'AF. 
1 i=\ 
Let H be an arbitrary k x k symmetric matrix. Then there exist two p.s.d. 
matrices H+ and H~ such that H = H + — H~ . Let H + = J1 J'-_ be the full rank 
factorization, and, similarly, H~ = J 2 J 2 . Then 
M(F') = Rk => M(Ji)cM(F'), z = l ,2 
^ 3 { S 2 : J ^ F ' S , , i = l ,2} 
=> H = F , ( S 1 S
,
1 - S 2 S
, ) F . 
Thus A = S 1 S
,
1 - S 2 S
,
2 . D 
THEOREM: 3.3. The (2)-unbiased estimator of the vector parameter (5 which 
has the minimal (in the Loewner sense) variance matrix among all (2)-unbiased 
estimators at the point ( /3=-0,E) is 
h = [F'(S + Isc-.)"^]"1^-. + Is,--,)-1 
i / T r O ^ C -
1 ) - / ^ / ^ 




{ S c - . | ^ T r ^ C ^ H ^ . C -
1 ) , i,j = l,...,n, /3 = C ^ F ' S " 1 Y. 
The covariance matrix of this estimator at the point (/3=0, S ) is 
Var(/3|/3-0,S) = [ғ'(E + - |s c - 1 ) 
- 1 - 1 
P r o o f . (2)-unbiased estimator of the function h((3) = h'(5, /3 6 Rk, is 
- Tr(AS) + L'Y + Y'AY, where 
F'L = h & ^ H t + F'AF = 0 , 
n 
(H£ = ^{Ly^i). In the following, the symbol =<2) denotes the equivalence 
i=l 
up to the second power of the components of the parameter j3. Thus 
V a r ( ( / V + V ;AV 1/3,53) 





V a r ( L ' y + Y A V | / 3 = 0 , S ) = L'SL + 2 T r ( A S A S ) . 
The last quantity must be minimized under the conditions X'Z. = /?, ~HL + 
F'AF = O. The Lagrange procedure gives 
*(!. , A) = L'EZ. + 2Tr(AEAE) - 2A'(F'L - h) - Tr [ « ' ( J H L + F'AF 
- L ^ = 2 S L - 2 F A - - : 
\Tr(n'Hj/ 
d$(L A) 
—±-^-+ = 8EAE - F(ft + n')F' - [4Diag(EAE) - Diag(FOF')] . 
Thus, the following system of equations must be solved 
Tr(n'H1)\ 
SL - FЛ = 0 , 8 S A S - F ( П + П')F' = O, 
Tr(П'Hj/ 
F'L = 0 , F'AF + ±HL = O. 
Obviously, 
L^S-^FЛ + 4-S"1 
/Tr(n'H1)\ 





F'AF + | H L = O = • i c ( n + n')c + ÍHL = o 
=> | ( n + n') = -2C-1HLc-
1 
A = - І S ^ F C ^ H ^ C ^ F S 1 
| s -Ҷ-2S c - i )L => L = ( S + ÌЬC-L = S-
XFЛ + |S-Ҷ-2S c - i )  S r - i ) ғ л 
F'L = /i => Л= íғ'(s + |s c-i) ] \ 
=> i=( .s + ìsc-l)"
1ғ[ғ'(.fi + | s c - 1 )"
1 ғ 
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As (3 = C - ' F ' E - i y , we obtain 




•Tr(A.S) = L 





1 )-/3'H 1 /3 
v + 
VTr^C- 1 )-/^^/, 
>• 
Since the vector h £ Rk was arbitrary, the first statement is proved. 
The relations 
cov(V\/§'Hi/3|/3,.S) 
= cov(V, V ' E - 1 F C - 1 H i C -
1 F ' E - 1 V |/3, E) 
= 2 £ £ - 1 F C - 1 H i C -
1 F ' £ - 1 ( F / 3 + ±/c) , 
and 
cov^ 'H^J 'H^ I^S) 
= 2Tr(H iC-
1H JC-
1 ) + 4 ( ^ + C - 1 F '£ - | / c ) 'H i C-
1 H J ( / 9 + C -
1 F ' £ - i K ) 
are necessary for the proof of the second statement. If we use them for /3 = O, 
then we finish the proof easily. • 
Remark 3.4. The estimator 
/З^/3 + І C - ^ F ' S -
/ T r í H j C - 1 ) - / ! ' ^ / ! ' 
VTr^C-^ -^'H^, 
is also a (2)-unbiased estimator of the parameter (3. 
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Its variance matrix at the point /3=0, .£ is 
Var(/3 | (3=0, 2 ) = C" 1 + ^ C ^ F ' S ^ S c - i E ^ F C " 1 . 
P r o o f . It can be done in an analogous way as in Theorem 3.3. • 
R e m a r k 3.5. It may be of some interest to know something on the difference 
Var(/3 | (3=0, S ) - Var(/§ | f3=0, S ) , 
even we know that it is p.s.d. 
Let ^Sc~i = JJ ; be the full rank factorization of the matrix §Sc- - • Then 
it can be easily proved 
F ^ E + i S c - i ) " ^ ] " 1 = C~1+C-1F /E-1J[I+J /(MF5]MF)
+J]_1J /S-1FC-1 . 
r 
Let Yl \ ^ l be the spectral decomposition of the matrix J /(MFX1MF)
 + J , 
i=l 
where r is the rank of this matrix and obviously Â  > 0, i — 1 , . . . , r . Then 
Var(/3 | /3=0, S) - Var(/3 | /3=0, E) 
= C- 1 F , S- 1 JJ , E- 1 FC- 1 -C 1 F , S- 1 J [ | + J ,(MFSMF)
+J] ' j E XFC~l 
= C- 1 F , S- 1 J{ I - [ I + J /(MFEMF)
+J]-1}J ,S-1FC-1 
A, 
= c - 1 ғ , . s - 1 J Í ^ î - ^ ř i / ;
, ) j , . s - 1 ғ c - 1 < Ł c -
1 ғ , . s - 1 i s c - 1 . s -
1 ғ c - 1 , 
ч i = l 
since £ y - S - f / / < t I and JJ' = I S C - , . 
i=l l "t" Ai 
R e m a r k 3.6. Let a quadratic model arise from the Taylor series of the mean 
value of an observation vector V, i.e., 
0/(0)i 
where 





F, 6ß = ß-ß^ 
к(6ß) = (кv...,кj, кi = (6ß) 
,д2fm 
/3=/3<°) 
6ß, i = l,...,n, 
apap 
and /3(°) is a value chosen by a statistician. Then the problem, if /3(°) is chosen 
properly, i.e., if the third and higher powers of the components of 6f3 can be 
neglected, can be solved on the basis of the following consideration. 
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Let a function h(S(3) = h'6(3, 6(3 G Rk, be considered, and let 
L'h = / , ' [ F ' ( S + I S c - . ^ F p F ' ^ + f S c - , ) "
1 =-, / , 'T . 
Then, from Theorem 3.3, we obtain 
E(h'p | /3(0)+<5/3) 
n 
= h'6& + £{/.„}, [-£KW)T'H^/3 - ^ ' ( ^ T ' H . T K ^ ) ' 
i = l 
Let us choose, in the parameter space, an arbitrary vector s with the Eu-
clidean norm one, i.e., s's = 1, and let 6(3 = st, t G R 1 . Then 
- | K ' ( 6 / 3 ) T ' H ^ / 3 = C3(t ,s) i3 
cind 
-i-K'(15/3)T'HiTK(«5/3) = C4(t, s)t
4 . 
Let cfc be a constant such that the value cby f i ' fF^E + | S c - i ) F] h is 
tolerable in the bias of the estimator of the function h(-). Now, if t is increasing 
from t = 0, then, in t = ts, the quantity 
^ { L ^ ^ ^ s ^ + C.^s)^), 
attains the value c^yf i ' fF^E + | S c - i ) *F]
 1fi. 
If a statistician is sure that the actual value of (3 is located in the set 
(*) = {/3(°) + sts : seR
k}, 
then the approximation J5(Y | /3) = f0 + F6(3 + |K(<5/3) of the model E(Y \ (3) 
= f((3) can be used. 
The quadratic approach gives a chance to obtain the set (*) larger than the 
analogous set in case of a linearization of the model (in more detail, cf. [2]). 
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